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My dream pet is a mouse. His name is

My dream pet is a dog. It has a small head

My dream pet is a puffer-fish. It is grey

Lucas. He is one year old. He likes to eat

with two black eyes, one big nose, and

and yellow in colour, and when it is

beans. He can climb trees. He has ten eyes,

two long ears. Its body and tail are long.

scared, it will puff up its body quickly. It

My dream pet is a dog named Corgi. It’s a

and his nose is super long, because he

Its body, tail and feet have many colours,

looks like a ball with needles.

special dog, because it can do something

tells a lot of lies. I like to play with him. I

including orange, yellow, green, brown,

It likes eating grass and it doesn’t poison

other dogs can’t do:

feed him rice and beans. I like Lucas so

and blue. It always smiles at me.

people. It can catch worms in the sea. I

In the morning, Corgi wakes me up and

will feed it and swim with it.

makes breakfast for me, so my mum can

much!

P1 Yiu Lok Him,

P1 Chanson

P3 Melody
My dream pet is a poodle. It lives in a dog

have more time to rest. After breakfast, (it
doesn’t need to eat anything) it goes to

My dream pet is a snake. It is green,

house. It is pink and white. It likes eating

I wish I could have a pet. It would be a cat.

school with me and helps me to carry my

yellow, and blue. It has no legs. It can’t

bones and dog food. It doesn’t like eating

Its fur would be white and a little short. It

school bag. At school, Corgi will help to

walk or run. It crawls. It can climb trees.

ice-cream. It can run, dance and play with

would be a kitten, and have a long tail and

get full marks in my quiz. (The teacher

It is my friend. I like to play

me. It cannot play the piano!

blue eyes. It would like chasing a toy

can’t see it.) At noon, it can make the food

hide-and-seek with my friend in the

I will take it to the park.

mouse, drinking milk, eating fish, and

I want to eat for lunch! And after school,

sleeping all day long! It would be a lazy

Corgi will teach me how to do my

cat.

homework.

I like dogs. I think they are all cute,

Its name would be Maria and it would

Corgi has some other abilities, too! It

I want an elephant to be my pet! Be my

however, I like spotted dogs the most. My

also like to listen to music, catch flies and

will make the quiz marks of a person I

pet! I can climb up its body and slide

dog has black dots on its body. It is cute

mosquitoes, and play with my ball, too! It

hate in class lower than mine, every time.

down from its nose. It can carry me up

and sleeps with me every night. It plays

could jump on the chairs and table, and

It can also tidy my room. And, when my

and down by its nose. I love to play with

with me and makes me happy. It likes

skate to the park, and play with my doll,

friend and I are angry with each other, it

my pet.

children.

too! Sometimes, it would lick me!

will help us reconcile. But, its best ability

I think cats are very cute! I wish I could

is that it can help me remember the things

have a pet like this. It is my dream pet!

I forget.

forest.

P2 Harriet

P1 Cyrus

P1 Daniel

P2 Christy

I have a miniature schnauzer, and she is

My dream pet is a dog. It lives in a cage.

black and white. When I was small, there

It has long grey and black hair. It likes to

were so many miniature schnauzers.

play ball with me, but it doesn’t like to

I have a parrot called Snow. Unlike other

good at playing ball games, and it’s smart.

They were so cute. Now, I am big and

play with mum. It likes eating bananas,

parrots, its feathers are pure white. It’s so

It always knows what I want to play. It

there is just one left because we gave the

but it doesn’t like eating fish. It can run,

pretty.

is a good dog, and when I’m busy, it will

other dogs away to our cousins, and one

but it cannot fly.

Snow is active and enjoys flying around

stay away and play by itself, but when it

inside our home. It likes talking to me

knows I’m free, it will find me.

when I come back home. Also, it can sing

Corgi is a perfect dog, but sadly, there

My Dream Pet is a bunny rabbit. It likes

many songs, such Happy Birthday, Jingle

isn’t a dog like this in the real world. In

eating carrots most. Its colour is brown. It

Bells, Oh Mac-Donald, My Bonnie,

the real world, I just want a cute dog to

is medium size.

London Bridge, Twinkle Little Star, and

play with!

I will jump with it to keep it healthy. It

Ten Little Indian Boys. It is very smart.

will sleep in my bedroom, and every night,

I remember, it sang Happy Birthday for

before I go to bed, I will give it a hug.

me on my birthday last year, so I gave

There are many kinds of pets in the world.

Snow lots of watermelon seeds for a

Some people have dogs, rabbits, or turtles

snack.

as pets. Some people even have monkeys

Snow is a lovely pet. I am happy to have

or spiders! However, I don’t like any of

Snow with me and love it very much. I

those. I only love my cat, Chocolate.

will take good care of it every day!

Chocolate is a British shorthair cat. He

of them died.

P2 Owen

P1 Valerie

P3 Sue Sue

P4 Amelie

Corgi is like a real dog, too. It has puppy
dog eyes and always wants me to play. It’s

P4 Keith

P5 Lily

looks like a big dust-bunny. His hair is
partly white and partly grey. Since I love

My dream pet is a horse. I like horses. It

to read Garfield comics, I like having a

looks smart and strong.

cat as my pet.

My dream horse can fly. It is black and

I play with Chocolate often, and he seems

has red eyes. It can listen to music and

to enjoy playing with me. I feed him with

dance. It can use its foot to draw pictures

cat food, and little dried fish as a snack.

on the ground. It can fly and take me

Sometimes I comb his hair and he likes it.

around the world.

I think my cat is naughty, and even a little

It will be my best friend.

bit crazy, but I love him so much.

P6 Henry

P6 Aiden

Akita
(A dog from Japan)

Beagle
(Great sense of smell)

Collie
(Smart sheep-herding dog)

Great Dane
(Very big, but very friendly)

Greyhound
(Super thin, racing dog)

Lab
(Used to help blind people)

Pit Bull
(Often used as fighting dogs)

Poodle
___________

Pug
Shepherd
Spaniel
(Used to hunt birds)

(A noisy dog from Scotland)

________

Terrier

____________

(Dog used by police officers)

___________

___________

(Small Chinese dogs)

____________

______

(Show and sport dogs)

____________

(P. __ ) Name: _______________

__

